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Reconfiguration problems

Construct the state space of
solutions of a combinatorial
problem, under small changes
(Illustrated: flips in
triangulations)

Study the connectivity of the
resulting graph
(This paper: existence of a
path between given solutions)



Related to MCMC methods for random generation

Wang–Swendsen–Kotecký dynamics on 3-colorings of a 5-cycle

Random walks rapidly mix ⇒ random colorings



Another application: Puzzle complexity

Many puzzles (here, Rush Hour) involve making sequences
of small state changes to reach a goal state

Reconfiguration = solving the puzzle
Image: Welt-der-Form [2013]



Typical complexity: PSPACE-complete

Often proved by reduction from
nondeterministic constraint
logic

Directed graph with edges of
weight 1 (red) or 2 (blue)

Each vertex must have
incoming weight ≥ 2
(two red or one blue)

Change by reversing edges

[Hearn and Demaine 2002]



Our problem: Path reconfiguration

States = paths of same length in an undirected graph

Moves = slide path one step in either direction
(Equivalently, add edge at one end and remove at other end)



Earlier path reconfiguration uses less natural moves

Token-sliding: replace path
vertex by neighbor

Token-jumping: replace path
vertex by arbitrary vertex

[Kamiński et al. 2011; Bonsma 2013; Hanaka et al. 2018]



Intuition: Model trains

Can each of the three trains move to the positions of the others?

(Yes, but it may have to move backwards)



Also related: Snake video game

But in Snake, the motion is only one way
and paths grow rather than staying the same length



Some graphs have small state spaces

In trees, paths are determined by endpoints ⇒ O(n2) states

With some care, can reconfigure paths in trees in O(n) time
(or find shortest reconfiguration sequences)



The general problem has the usual complexity

PSPACE-complete (even for bounded bandwidth) from NCL

The reduction involves long paths, so what about short ones?



Our main result

Path reconfiguration is fixed-parameter tractable in path length

That is, in n-vertex graphs with path length k , we get time

O(f (k) · nc)

where c is a constant
and f is a computable (but large) function

(Does not depend on the structure of the graph!)



First idea: Treedepth

Depth(G ) = min height of a tree for which all edges in G connect
ancestor-descendant pairs (tree edges might not belong to G )

Low depth ⇒ many repeated subgraphs

Never need more than ≈ k/2 copies of each distinct subgraph

Traverse tree bottom-up keeping only Ok(1) children at each level

Result: an equivalent instance with total size Ok(1)



Second idea: Long paths

Loose path = length 2k , disjoint from both start and goal paths

Any two states contained in loose paths can reach each other:

1. Slide along first loose path to free up exit vertex

2. Slide along a path between the two loose paths

3. Slide into correct position on second loose path

So if we can get from start and goal to loose paths, we win!



Win-win

Either the treewidth or the loose path method works!

From start state, add edges one at a time to reachable subgraph

I Until finding a loose path, reachable treedepth must be low

I Use low treedepth to check loose path existence efficiently

I Use low treedepth to test ability to move onto nearby edges

I Stop adding once we find a loose path

Do same from goal state

Either both searches reach loose paths, or completed reachable set
has low treedepth



Conclusions

Path reconfiguration is:

Hard for long paths in arbitrary graphs

Linear-time for trees, and easy for tree-like graphs
(FPT for graphs of low circuit rank,

and XP for graphs with small feedback vertex sets)

Easy (FPT) for arbitrary graphs and bounded-length paths

Related: Also FPT for bounded-length paths that can only move
unidirectionally [Gupta et al. 2019]

Open: How hard is it to find the shortest reconfiguration sequence
for instances with bounded-length paths?
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